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Sara Naniche (1899-1940) was a Hungarian Jewish writer and Zionist who became a secretary to the founder of the
Palmach, Yitzhak Guttman. In 1931 he was a volunteer in the Haganah struggle for the establishment of a Jewish state
in Palestine. He was killed by the Germans during the Holocaust.Q: No visible @interface for 'UITextField' declares the

selector 'clear' I want to use a text field to delete a number (and the next line). This looks pretty simple, but I have
problem to convert the code from Apple. I converted the code like this: - (IBAction) clear:(id)sender { // Get the text
field UITextField *aTextField = (UITextField *)sender; // Get the string from the text field NSString *textToDelete =

aTextField.text; // Get the next line UITextField *bTextField = (UITextField *)[aTextField superview]; // Delete the string
bTextField.text = nil; [aTextField removeFromSuperview]; } But I get this: (29084):

libxpc.dylib`_xpc_connection_send_message: 0x195000: 4294967203 f70f 2c0c 1200 4d1c 3f00 0005 c400 d438 3f00
0000 I can not understand what my mistake is in my code and I also had no problem with the other code with 'clear'...
Can somebody help me? A: The problem is that the code is trying to access a superview from a subview. I don't think

there's any way to do what you want if you're trying to keep the hierarchy of subviews in place. You'd have to use
some sort of bridging/interaction to make it work. If you're willing to lose the superview, you can use the

textField:willChangeValueForKey: method to access aTextField in your viewController. That will return nil if it's about to
be removed from the superview. Alternatively, you could have the textfield in a container view and
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Your comment has been posted to :P. If you're looking for more clues, look up Rebecca's mother Irene in the Nachtseite
3.5 text files. There's also another, very long, version of the Nachtseite 3.5 in the 'Lies' folder. This one is compressed
in a.zip file and contains many warnings and errors, but it still has Rebecca's diary. Here are the Nachtseite 3.5 files

(.txt) found on the drive: Reposted here as /DRM/ may have expired (or, at least, never been registered). Update: The
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BitTorrent meta files for Nachtseite 3.5 are in a non-public BitTorrent tracker (RSS feed: The tracker is hosted on the
same PC. Some of the files in the BitTorrent tracker have 'bluez' as a filename extension. This appears to be unusual,

since there is no program called 'bluez' or any other file with that extension. However, there are two files in the tracker
that have that extension: Please disregard what I've said above, and I'd still like to see more analysis on this. I haven't
finished looking into it and may be missing something obvious. Anyway, I'm still looking around for more clues: Some

very small 'interesting' files from the temporary folder (under N): Also:
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